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ruchiPanNovice
 Nintex Automation

Need list of all workflow in environment  with latest k2 Version


Hello All,  Kindly help me with how I can pull the list of all workflow in my production environment with latest version deployed .Also I need information which version(K2 4.6 to K2 FIVE) of K2 the respective workflow was created ?This is urgent request . Any lead will highly appreciated . Thank You,Ruchi Agarwal
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ProuserRookie
 Process Manager

What is the difference between using "image" or "web link" in defining processes?


Hi there, I am under way documenting processes at my organisation and I have come upon a choice: do I upload screenshots as images and give a common title, or do I use web links and caption the web link in a specific process?It seems to me that one is tidy but inflexible (image) while the other is unnecessary work and not coordinated (web link)?I am wondering if there is a rule of thumb or other expectation (like that searching processes for specific images is easier) that helps decide which to use?Thanks. 
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NandiniRookie
 Nintex Automation Cloud

Submit button not responding


Hi,I have created a nintex form and the contains few rules and I grouped few fields as per the requirement. When I tried to fill and submit the form, submit button is not responding. There are no required fields in the form, and hidden fields in the form. Can someone help me with what might be the reason for submit button issue.Thanks in advance. Regards,Nandini
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cferrerRookie
 Process Manager

improvement module - How to close an incident bypassing stakeholders in the workflow?


Hello Nintex community,Re: Improvement ModuleCan I please get your guidance on ‘how to close an incident bypassing stakeholders in the workflow’ as a portfolio manager?I’m the portfolio manager for a portfolio where an incident has been completed/resolved. I want to ‘close’ this incident but the “close” stage is not available to me, even though I have a role that is supposed to manage the whole workflow? I’m also the Promaster in this organisation.I have configured this portfolio with dedicated ‘assigners, approvers and closers so I’m not sure whether this might be preventing me to take actions (bypassing those roles), even though I’m the portfolio manager.Can you please shed some light here?Thanks,Carlos
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HussamAbdallah96Novice
 K2 Cloud

How to Add API (Postman) in Service Instance i need stpes


I have a Link API that I want to integrate into K2. Could you provide steps on how to add this API link (GET method) within the K2 system?
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guru2000Rookie
 Nintex for SharePoint

How to update SharePoint View from Nintex workflow


I am using SharePoint 2016 on premise. Have a Nintex workflow that updates the Workflow Task list. I have a requirement to update a View that I created in the Workflow Task list. For instance, I want the view to be filtered based on a criteria - Created Date is less than the notification date. I want to dynamically enter the notification date using my workflow. Someone told me that I could use a Web Service Call for that i.e. to update the view. But I cannot find any documentation on that.How do I update the criteria of a SharePoint View from the Nintex workflow? . Any documentation or example would help. Thanks in advance.  Mayank
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ProuserRookie
 Process Manager

Where can I find walkthroughs for a set of examples (process maps)?


Hi there, My organisation produced a walkthrough video for working with process maps.The problem is that I can’t learn processing mapping from one example.I need about ten examples, with an associated walkthrough, before I am going to be comfortable with the steps involved.What can you suggest?Thanks. 
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mchaffg
 Process Manager

Comments made when signing off Competencies


Hi there - I've just started trialling the onboarding, training and competencies functions of the Training Addon in ProMapp. I'm liking the concept, but am finding the records and areas a bit circular and lacking in detail.For example, I assigned a competency unit to a staff member; when I signed them off as competent, there was a text box for me to add comments and the option to attach a file. I attached a file and made comments. Now when I view that training record, there is an icon on that person's competency line, but no sign of my comments. If I click the competency name, it take me to that competency unit. If I click on the staff member's name within that competency unit, it takes me to their training record, of which each unit is just one line. Then clicking on the competency name loops me back around to the start.So where did my comments go, and how can I view/access them again?
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brandiwoodsonExplorer
 Nintex for Office 365

New TEAMS and Nintex Forms NOT loading!


We need to know if Nintex will be planning on creating a custom app for TEAMS integration so Nintex Forms for Office 365 can render somehow in TEAMS for our end-users.Since Microsoft switched to new version of TEAMS, external sites will not be able to render the content within a tab. Because of this, the Nintex form does NOT render when someone clicks on the new item button within a sharepoint online list. It's important Nintex functions and operates within the TEAMS environment for our users as it has been since before this change. I have logged a ticket, but wanted to put this out there for others experiencing the same issue and to see if Nintex has a feasible workaround that doesn’t involve our company creating a custom app for TEAMS to support Nintex forms for a sharepoint list.In addition to new item button not working now for users, start event forms typically shared as a website on a teams tab would render - now they do NOT.So we have two issues ongoing here for two different pr
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MicheleScholar
 Nintex Automation Cloud

NAC Form Plugin - Confetti error


I receive an error trying to use the evaluation link for the Nintex Form Plugin that enables a confetti effect.https://plugins.ntxgallery.com/assets/solutions/plugins/confetti/confetti-form.jsThe error is “contract.properties.typeofEffect.title: Invalid”Is there an update to this plugin? It looks like a fun effect to add to a form. Thanks!
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 Nintex for SharePoint
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 Process Manager

Where can I find walkthroughs for a set of examples (process maps)?


Hi there, My organisation produced a walkthrough video for working with process maps.The problem is that I can’t learn processing mapping from one example.I need about ten examples, with an associated walkthrough, before I am going to be comfortable with the steps involved.What can you suggest?Thanks. 
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brandiwoodsonExplorer
 Nintex for Office 365

New TEAMS and Nintex Forms NOT loading!


We need to know if Nintex will be planning on creating a custom app for TEAMS integration so Nintex Forms for Office 365 can render somehow in TEAMS for our end-users.Since Microsoft switched to new version of TEAMS, external sites will not be able to render the content within a tab. Because of this, the Nintex form does NOT render when someone clicks on the new item button within a sharepoint online list. It's important Nintex functions and operates within the TEAMS environment for our users as it has been since before this change. I have logged a ticket, but wanted to put this out there for others experiencing the same issue and to see if Nintex has a feasible workaround that doesn’t involve our company creating a custom app for TEAMS to support Nintex forms for a sharepoint list.In addition to new item button not working now for users, start event forms typically shared as a website on a teams tab would render - now they do NOT.So we have two issues ongoing here for two different pr
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 Nintex Automation Cloud

NAC Form Plugin - Confetti error


I receive an error trying to use the evaluation link for the Nintex Form Plugin that enables a confetti effect.https://plugins.ntxgallery.com/assets/solutions/plugins/confetti/confetti-form.jsThe error is “contract.properties.typeofEffect.title: Invalid”Is there an update to this plugin? It looks like a fun effect to add to a form. Thanks!
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RamZNovice
 DocGen for Salesforce

Convert Number to Text DocGen


Hi,Is there is a way in nintex DocGen to convert a number to text.For example if merge field number returned 1000 i want to display it as One Thousand. ThanksRamy
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News and Guidelines
View the latest Community News and Product updates.

  
Forums
Ask questions, find solutions, share knowledge.

  
Modernization
Here to assist you modernize and upgrade your Nintex Processes.

  
How-To Center
View short-form how-to articles and videos.

  
Technical Articles
Review articles related to designing and deploying Nintex automation solutions.

  
Best Practices
See articles for Nintex automation solution best practices.






                                

            

                                            
                
                                    Need more help?
  
Nintex University
Learn how to manage, automate, and optimize any business process with Nintex.

  
Nintex Customer Central
Contact our support team and we'll be happy to help you get up and running!

  
Nintex Help Center
Find quick start guides, help documentation, and software development kits.

  
Cumulative Updates & Fix Packs
All Nintex Automation and K2 blackpearl Cumulative Updates and Fix Packs.






                                

            

                                            
                
                                    

Need help finding content?
We've got you covered if you're looking for help with Nintex Community. Just click on the buttons below, and you can view the site map or contact one of our friendly Nintex Community Managers. We're here to make things easy for you!


View the Site MapContact us
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